YOUR
Wedding
Film
FULL-DAY
Package

“YOUR OWN LOVE STORY
CAPTURED AND PRESENTED
IN A CINEMATIC KEEPSAKE
FOREVER.”
A photo captures the moment but a film expresses
that moment for us all to see and feel, the emotion,
the fun, the feeling and the story.

Nothing captures the emotion and tells the story of your big day quite like a Wedding film.
Shot in a cinematic style so you can star in your own love story!
A wedding story told beautifully through cinematic wedding film is not just about the wedding
day itself, it’s the story within the story. The bride & groom, the family and friends, those special
connections.
We’re here to capture the love, the joy, the happy tears and the antics. Once in a lifetime moments
for you to watch, listen and share forever.
This package is based on the most popular option as it covers the whole day and gives a great
cinematic film capturing all those special moments that are more then often missed by the couple
due to how hectic the day can be for them.
We capture our footage very unobtrusively and are happy working alongside photographers on
the day. There might be a couple of shots we would like to achieve that mean the couple or family
being available at a certain time but this is optional and done to make sure it does not interrupt
anything else on the day.
As there are two of us present all day it means we can be in more places at once, seeing what
others might not to make sure we don’t miss a moment.

Wedding Film PackaGE DETAILS:
• 1 - 2 Meetings with you both prior to the wedding day. At least one of these should take
place at the venue(s) being used so we can discuss ideas and the plan of your day.
• All day coverage from bride/groom prep to an hour after your first dance.
• Two videographers present all day so you don’t miss a moment.
•A
 erial footage included via drone.
(This Subject to venue approval & site survey, restrictions may apply due to weather conditions or the venue)

• 8 - 10 minute cinematic highlights film of your day.
• 2 - 4 minute highlights film of your day, ideal to share on social media.
•Y
 our ceremony recorded in full with audio, edited and supplied as a separate file.
(Subject to venue survey and space for additional fixed camera space and setup).

•S
 peeches recorded in full with audio, edited and supplied as a separate file.
(Subject to venue survey and space for additional fixed camera space and setup).

•2
 - 3 Licensed music tracks used within the edits.
•A
 ll final films will be digitally delivered via ‘wetransfer’ for download.

Wedding Package Cost - £1,500.00

TOTAL Cost - £1,500.00
All video will be shot in HD. Deliverables will be made as Online Digital Copies.
The final wedding video will be delivered within 4 weeks of the wedding.

www.thefilmboys.co.uk
Tel: 07916 172 120 / 07732 428 106
Email: hello@thefilmboys.co.uk

